
Table 1: The list of term requests submitted to OBI.

The list of term requests submitted to OBI, the Ontology for Biomedical Inves-
tigation [1], to support the representation of findings by [2] as nanopublications.

Class Label Definition Definition Source

Sequence
assembly
process

The process of merging and ordering shorter (read) fragments
sampled from a set of larger sequences in order to reconstruct
larger sequences

Assemblathon 1 [3]

Contig A contiguous sequence of fragments Sequence Ontology
Scaffold A set of ordered and oriented contigs Sequence Ontology

N50

N50 is a data item about a sequence assembly for evaluating
assembly software performance. It provides a standard measure
of assembly connectivity. The N50 of an assembly is a weighted
median of the lengths of the sequences it contains, equal to the
length of the longest sequence s, such that the sum of the lengths
of sequences greater than or equal in length to s is greater than
or equal to half the length of the genome being assembled.

N50 definition from Broad Institute & [3]

contig N50

N50 statistic computed for the contigs produced by the assembly
process. A contig N50 is calculated by first ordering every contig
by length from longest to shortest. Next, starting from the
longest contig, the lengths of each contig are summed, until this
running sum equals one-half of the total length of all contigs in
the assembly. The contig N50 of the assembly is the length of
the shortest contig in this list

[4]

scaffold N50

N50 statistic computed for the scaffold produced by the
assembly process. The method for computing the value is similar
to that of contig N50 but uses scaffold information instead of
contig information

[4]

genome
coverage

Total number of bases in reads, divided by genome size, assumed
to be the reference size of 3.10 Gb for human and 2.73 Gb for
mouse. Genome coverage, refers to the percentage of the genome
that is contained in the assembly based on size estimates; these
are usually based on cytological techniques. Genome coverage of
9095% is generally considered to be good, as most genomes
contain a considerable fraction of repetitive regions that are
difficult to sequence. So it is not a cause for concern if the
genome coverage of an assembly is a bit less than 100%.

[4]

computation
run time

the time expressed in second, minute, hour necessary for the
program to complete a genome assembly. It is an important
metrics as it indicates the resource occupancy

maximum
memory
consumption

the maximum memory consumption is the peak use of computer
memory required and necessary to complete a genome assembly.
The metrics is a proxy for algorithm efficiency and parsimony

1

https://www.broad.harvard.edu/crd/wiki/index.php/N50
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